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By Elizabeth Sara Sheppard

Forgotten Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 226 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.Excerpt
from RumorIt was a mid-August evening, warm and cloudless, and very dusty on a certain high
road in England, along whose foot-path Were pressing two travellers, a Woman and a youth. The
way Was monotonously bounded on one side by a long wall, enclosing shrubberies pertaining to a
retired manufacturer, who had found it very easy to plant trees, but impossible to force from them
prematurely the solemn splendors of profound anoestral shades. Lamps at regular distances
showed the road onwards straight and unwinding within the sight, and the view across the road, by
daylight a breadth of pasture, deep green or clover-flush, now seemed a purple flat, over which the
soft Wind wandered, each breath heaving with stolen fragrances, or laden still more heavily With
the distant thunder of the tram, and the diminished, wailful shriek of its guardian monster. The
wayfaress must have been weary, for before they reached the angle of the Wall, they both stopped,
and the woman sat down to rest on the bank, which, spotted with scanty grass, half choked With
dust, sloped to the dustier road. She said some words...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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